Abstract. We show that if µ ≤ cf λ and λ is a strong limit singular cardinal, then [µ, λ]-compactness is productive if and only if either µ = ω, or µ is λ-compact.
of [µ, λ] -compactness for members of K implies productivity of [µ, λ] compactness for members of K ′ . In particular, for every class K of topological spaces, productivity of [µ, λ]-compactness implies productivity of [µ, λ] -compactness for members of K.
For every infinite cardinal µ, let C µ be the class of all infinite regular cardinals < µ, each one endowed with the order topology.
Recall that if D is an ultrafilter over some set I, then a topological space X is said to be D-compact if every I-indexed sequence (x i ) i∈I of elements of X has some D-limit point in X, that is, there is a point x ∈ X such that {i ∈ I | x i ∈ U} ∈ D, for every open neighborhood U of x. Theorem 1. Suppose that ω < µ ≤ λ are cardinals.
( [Ca, Theorem 3.4 ] to T = C µ , we get a (µ, λ)-regular ultrafilter D such that every member of C µ is D-compact; that is, every regular cardinal µ ′ < µ, with the order topology, is Dcompact (notice that [Ca] uses a notation in which the order of the cardinals is reversed).
By [L1, Proposition 1], D is not (µ ′ , µ ′ )-regular, for every regular cardinal µ ′ < µ. By standard arguments (see, e. g., [L3, p. 344] ), if κ is the least infinite cardinal such that a (non principal) ultrafilter D is (κ, κ)-regular, then κ is a regular cardinal, and D is κ-complete. In the present case, µ ≤ κ, hence D is µ-complete. Since D is also (µ, λ)-regular, then µ is λ-compact. We have proved (1).
In order to prove (2), we need the following result, whose proof resembles [L4, Theorem 1] .
Proof. Suppose by contradiction that X is [µ, λ]-compact, D is a µ-complete ultrafilter over I, 2 |I| ≤ λ, and X is not D-compact. Thus, there is a sequence (x i ) i∈I of elements of X which has no D-limit point in X. This means that, for every x ∈ X, there is an open neighborhood
For each x ∈ X, choose some U x as above, and let
′ , but this contradicts the fact that (V Z β ) β∈µ ′ is a cover of X.
We are now able to prove Clause (2) in Theorem 1. So, consider a product j∈J X j of [µ, λ]-compact topological spaces. For every ν < λ, since µ is λ-compact, there is a µ-complete (µ, ν)-regular ultrafilter D, and we can choose D over ν <µ (this is a standard fact, see, e. g., [L3, Property 1.1(ii)], in connection with Form II there). Letting ν ′ = ν <µ , we get ν ′ < λ, since λ is strong limit. Again since λ is strong limit, 2 ν ′ < λ, and, by Theorem 2, every X j is D-compact, hence j∈J X j is D-compact, since D-compactness is productive. By [Ca, Lemma 3 .1], j∈J X j is [µ, ν]-compact, and this holds for every ν < λ. If µ is an infinite cardinal, and (X j ) j∈J are topological spaces, the box <µ product ✷ <µ j∈J X j is a topological space defined on the Cartesian product j∈J X j , and a base of ✷ <µ j∈J X j is given by the family of all products j∈J O j such that O j is open in X j , for every j ∈ J, and |{j ∈ J | O j = X j }| < µ. Of course, the box <ω product is the usual Tychonoff product.
We say that [µ, λ]-compactness is productive for ✷ <µ products (of members of some class ′ ]-compactness is productive (in the class of all topological spaces, hence also for members of K), for every singular strong limit µ ′ < µ. Hence [ω, λ]-compactness, being the combination of the above properties productive in K, is productive, too, in K.
We now prove (2). Let K ′ be the class of those members of K which are [µ, λ]-compact. Applying [Ca, Theorem 3.4] 
, by the arguments in the proof of Theorem 1(1), we get that D is µ-complete. It is easy to see that if D is a µ-complete ultrafilter, then every ✷ <µ product of D-compact spaces is still D-compact. In the case at hand, we get that every ✷ <µ product of members of
As far as we know, no complete characterization is known for those cardinals λ such that initial λ-compactness is productive. A fortiori, we are unable to give a characterization for those pairs of cardinals µ and λ such that [µ, λ]-compactness is productive. For sure, as a consequence of the next proposition, we know that the assumption cf λ ≥ µ in Theorem 1(2) is necessary (unless the existence of strongly compact cardinals is inconsistent).
Proof. Let X be the disjoint union of cf λ and λ + , both endowed with the order topology. Observe that X is trivially [µ, λ]-compact, since cf λ < µ. Suppose, by contradiction, that X κ is [λ, λ]-compact. Let I be the set of all subsets of λ of cardinality < λ. Since |I| = λ <λ , and |X| = λ + , there are (λ + ) λ <λ = 2 λ <λ I-indexed sequences of elements of X. Choose a sequence (x i ) i∈I of elements of X κ in such a way that any I-indexed sequence of elements of X can be obtained as the projection of (x i ) i∈I onto some factor. Since we are assuming that X κ is [λ, λ]-compact, then, by [Ca, Lemma 3.3] , there is a (λ, λ)-regular ultrafilter D over I such that (x i ) i∈I D-converges to some element of X κ . Since a sequence in a product D-converges if and only if every projection converges, we get that every I-indexed sequence of elements of X D-converges in X, that is, X is D-compact. The present research is partly motivated by [L5] . Let H be the set of all (µ, λ)-regular ultrafilters over [λ] <µ . By a remark in [L5] , if [µ, λ]-compactness is productive, then H has a minimum, with respect to the Comfort order (see García-Ferreira [GF] ).
